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INFORMATION
General information

01.



SEPULTUS
BY AKITA INTERACTIVE

Social Media profiles and 
website yet to be defined



VISION
Short summary of the game from 
different perspectives

02.
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“In this atmospheric sci-fi 
hack’n’slash you have to fight in 
an otherworldly, strange planet 
filled with enemies that will 
challenge you both with ranged 
and close-quarters combat. Sift 
through the hordes of enemies and 
collect their energy to access 
the portals that will lead you to 
the next area. Use your skills 
and temporary boosts dropped by 
slain creatures to enhance your 
combat experience.”

“You’re the planet’s last 
resource. Part of a squadron of 
specially-trained fighters, your 
mission is to free the planet 
from the underlying corruption 
eating it alive. Defeat strange 
creatures amid titanic ruins and 
collect artifacts that tell a 
story thought to be long lost. 
Will you be able to discover what 
lies at the core of it all?”
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“Meet your long-awaited destiny as you hack 
through hordes of otherworldly beings.”



CORE GAME 
PILLARS

03.



FAST-PACED ACTION
Smooth movement & simple but addictive 
combat mechanics



COMBAT MECHANICS

During combat the player will absorb 
corruption from the environment over time. 
This corruption will strengthen the 
player’s combat prowess as it hits certain 
thresholds but it will be harmful if it 
fills completely. 

In order to maintain this meter at a 
desired level, the player will need to use 
his skills to consume this corruption as 
the battle drags on

Corruption meter
Character is able to use both melee and 
ranged attacks, for each one the player 
will be able to use:

- Basic attack: Melee does not have any 
limitations. Ranged will consume 
energy.

- Charged attack: Melee consumes 
stamina. Ranged consumes energy (more 
than basic).

- Special skills

Attacks



SPECIAL SKILLS

Character teleports back to the position 
it was 2-3 seconds ago. Ignores collisions 
with enemies. Long cooldown.

Blink

With this skill player will be able to 
teleport forward a small distance. Short 
cooldown.

Dash
- Black Hole: Pulls enemies in a radius 

where the device is thrown.

- Explosive bomb: Deals damage and 
leaves affected targets burning.

Ranged area damage

Stamina is the resource used by the player 
when using charged attacks or dash. It is 
recovered automatically over time.

Stamina



FRENETIC GAMEPLAY
Motivate the player to pick up fights



BOOSTS AND ENHANCEMENTS

Through different means, such as dropping 
from enemies or as rewards for completing 
challenges the player can acquire 
corruption cells. These can be carried up 
to one at a time to be used later in 
strategic moments in order to provide a 
temporary boost to the character 
abilities, such as.

- Damage amplification

- XP drop increase

- HP recovery

Temporary boosts



Immersive experience
 Lore and exploration rewards



SPECIAL FEATURES

Rifts are corruption sources that the 
player will need to close as they progress 
through the game to access more advanced 
areas. These rifts can be closed by 
completing a simple puzzle that will 
unlock after clearing the surrounding 
enemies on that area.

Corruption Rifts

There will be some hidden 
collectibles throughout the level 
that can provide the player with lore 
snippets, Similar to the Souls 
franchise

Collectibles



MOODBOARD
One page document to understand the 
game

04.
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STORY
General lore behind the game

05.
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“When only gods roamed this universe, their titanic servants were commanded to 
harvest dark energy from planets in order to protect them. Until one titan 
stopped obeying. 

Life had bloomed on that planet and harvesting the energy meant certain death, 
and thus the titan could not fulfill his order. Developing a conscience he 
refused to obey his masters, which set ablaze a war amongst gods. The war went on 
until all but three gods were left, who vowed to protect the planet after 
witnessing its life and beauty.

The lonely titan became obsessed with a human, and when the human died, it tried 
to revive her using dark energy. But that energy was never to be used on humans, 
and the result was a horrible abomination. She spread corruption and death along 
her path, spawning hellish half-alive creatures.

Witnessing the titan’s madness, the three gods sealed the woman in a crystal 
within his heart and buried him deep within the planet’s earth. But now only 
three crumbling pillars remain, mere shadows of the once omnipotent gods, which 
still keep the grieving titan asleep.”



CHARACTERS
Three differently themed proposals

06.



MAIN CHARACTER

Enhanced human 
(bionic arm 

that doubles as 
weapon, 
enhanced 
vision)

MERCURY



Enhanced kid
(bionic legs, 
enhanced vision 
through bear 

helmet)

BADASS KID

MAIN CHARACTER



Hybrid of a 
mallet or hammer 

and a gun.
1 and 2 hand 

grip

WEAPON

MAIN CHARACTER



Rebel against the 
titan's realm. 

The main weapon is 
a hybrid 

trident(melee) and 
an energy 
collector

KORE

MAIN CHARACTER



ENEMIES

Halfway between 
animal and 
machine

BIONIC CREATURES



Animals that have been 
“charmed” by 
corruption.

They have a dizzy look 
on their faces and 
their bodies have 

started to surrender to 
mechanical corruption.

MECHANICAL ANIMALS

ENEMIES



POISONOUS WASP_ Follows 
the player to corrupt 
him with the poison

RADIOACTIVE MUSHROOM_ 
Static enemy, the 
player has to avoid 
them to not get 
injured.

POISONOUS WASP & 
RADIOACTIVE MUSHROOM

ENEMIES



BOSS

CORE MACHINE

Hooked to the core of 
the planet & titan, 
needs life energy to 
function and keep the 

planet’s balance



Trapped titan.
He has got some 
repaired/mechan

ical parts

Mechanical Golem

BOSS



The player has 
to destroy the 
connectors that 

are on the 
ground to defy 

the boss.

LIGHTNING TITAN

BOSS
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CHARACTER COLOR SCHEME
BADASS KID AND MERCURY



LEVELS
Level One, Two and Boss proposals

07.



LEVEL COLOR SCHEME

SURFACE (LVL 1)

UNDERGROUND (LVL 2)

SHARED COLOURS



ENVIRONMENT REFERENCES

SURFACE (LVL 1)

UNDERGROUND (LVL 2)



LEVEL 1

Save zone (Green)

Tutorial (Blue)

Challenge/Puzzle 

(Orange)

LEVEL 
ORGANIZATION



LEVEL 2 & MINI-BOSS FIGHT



TECH AND TOOLS
Art, Programming and Management Tools

08.
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Types of tools

Artistic Programmatic
● 3D modeling
● Image Editing
● Animation

● Integrated 
Development 
Environment (IDE)

● Game Engine

Organisational
● Task Board
● Visual Design Board
● Communication
● Source Control



Maya

3D Modeling/Animation Software

3DS Max Substance 
Painter ZBrush



PhotoShop & Photopea
Professional image 
editor from Adobe and 
free browser-based 
alternative to it. 

Image Editors



Task Board
ClickUp
Powerful tool for project 
management

● Github integration

● Push notifications

● Automation of task 
Management

● No Dark mode



Visual Design Board
Miro
Virtual online White board 
for sharing ideas and 
designs



Communication
Discord
● Free

● Easy to set up

● Multiple chat rooms 
for different 
subjects

● Voice calls and 
screen sharing

● Quick Code snippet 
and image sharing



Source Control
GitHub
● Recorded history of the codebase

● Powerful tool for collaboration

● Branch system for working in parallel 

● Industry standard



IDE
Visual Studio

● “Bread & Butter” Code Editor

● Built in compiler

● Debug and performance measuring tools



Game Engine: Hachiko



VISUAL GOALS
General Art Direction

09.
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OVERALL ART STYLE

CHARACTERS TEXTURES
Main references being 
Overwatch, Sifu and 

Valorant.

Also Metroid, Mirror’s Edge, 
League of Legends, Psychonauts.

PBR with some hand 
painted details.

Main references being 
Overwatch, The Witness 
and Sifu.

STYLIZED
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Valorant
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sifu
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The Witness
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Overwatch



COMPETITORS
Recent games with similar themes

10.



PASSTECH GAMES, 2021

Fast-paced action

Easy to learn, hard to 
master

Corruption meter

CURSE OF THE DEAD GODS





FALLEN FLAG STUDIO, 2021

Fast-paced combat

Souls-like

Big bosses

ELDEST SOULS





CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 
infographics & images by Freepik

THANKS!
Do you have any further 
questions?

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

